Intesa Sanpaolo Start-up Initiative in the Start-up Nation for the first time

PRESS RELEASE

INTESA SANPAOLO START-UP INITIATIVE ORGANISES THE FIRST
ISRAELI-ITALIAN LIFE SCIENCE INVESTMENT FORUM
• The event has been organised in partnership with MATIMOP, the Israeli
government agency for the promotion of innovation
• The Start-up Initiative Arena forms part of the context of the Israel BioMed 2013
Conference
Milan, Tel Aviv, 11 June 2013 - The Intesa Sanpaolo Start-Up Initiative international roadshow made its first stop in Israel, the leading Start-up Nation, as part of the prestigious Israel
BioMed 2013 Conference held in Tel Aviv from 10-12 June.
The new international expansion phase of the acceleration platform promoted by Intesa Sanpaolo,
envisaging strategic coverage of the most important non-European markets (Israel first and
foremost) in terms of global development of high technology start-ups, was inaugurated yesterday
with the first Israeli-Italian Life Science Investment Forum.
During the Forum, 10 of the most promising Italian and Israeli start-ups in the Biotech and
medical devices industries presented themselves to over 100 international investors, corporate,
incubators and accelerators. The event has been organised in partnership with MATIMOP, the
Israeli government agency for the promotion of innovation through international bilateral
cooperation agreements for the development of advanced technologies. A Memorandum of
Understanding was signed with the agency in October 2012, in order to offer the Group’s Corporate
customers the opportunity of rapid access to the most advanced technologies available on the
market.
The aim of the event is to promote cross-border investments and technology trading between Italy
and Israel, in line with the Intesa Sanpaolo Group’s international strategy to facilitate access to new
financial resources for start-ups and to increase cooperation and know-how flow between the Israeli
and Italian hi-tech industries.
After Silicon Valley, Israel is considered the no. 2 innovation hub in the world, with around 300
research centres and over 4,000 technology start-ups. “The Start-Up Nation” attracts 2 billion in
venture capital investments every year.
The Start-up Initiative is the international acceleration platform developed by Intesa Sanpaolo. The
programme selects the most promising high-tech start-ups, sets them up and puts them into contact with
financial and corporate investors. Its track record since its launch in 2009 is impressive: 55 investment
forums in 6 countries and involving 5 different technologies, which allowed 380 start-ups and growing
companies to meet with thousands of investors, companies and other players in the innovation ecosystem.
Our protégés have accumulated over €30M in risk capital, bonuses and grants and 5 of them achieved
exits.
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